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Navigation
• To access a specific topic, click the desired tab on the right side of the module.

• To access specific subtopic within a topic tab, click the subtopic link located on the left side of the
topic tab.

• To navigate within a topic or subtopic, click

or

link at the bottom of the page.

Introduction
Social media: Endless opportunity, zero dollars
Social media. Suddenly, it’s everywhere. Marking the start of a new era in
marketing communication, consumers not only choose their content, they
control whether or not their peers view it too. By rating or forwarding content,
consumers have become active participants in peer-to-peer marketing. Every
time a consumer recommends content, they give it their personal endorsement.
This adds a new dimension to brand marketing, giving the consumer a more
intimate relationship with the brand. Best of all, a customer gained through
social media is won for no marketing cost at all as the web sites covered in
this guide are free to use.
Because you’re reading this, you probably know social media has become
vital for reaching younger demographics and for remaining competitive. You
might be thinking, “OMG*, this means I need to use social media, too!!!” But
don’t worry. Social media wouldn’t have caught on as well as it has if it wasn’t easy to use.
This guide shows you how simple it is to create your own social media campaign. While there are literally
hundreds of social media platforms in use worldwide, this guide focuses on three which are foundational to
business users: YouTube, Twitter and LinkedIn. It suggests which of these platforms is best suited to your
marketing objectives, teach you how to get started with these platforms, and offer ways in which you can
measure the success of your campaigns. Finally, it lists examples of common marketing scenarios and
illustrates how social media can be applied to accomplish your objectives.
Facebook is not recommended at this time because its use is largely personal rather than professional. Twitter
and LinkedIn aren’t as popular in some parts of the world, and so this guide is based on the current leading
global portals. Regionally, you can make your own suggestions, many of which will work in your geography.
Blogging is an effective way to demonstrate expertise, build relationships and influence thinking. It is not
covered by this guide however, because blogs are not generally initiated by marketing. Blogs are usually
authored by subject matter experts or other individuals with authority over a topic. As marketers, you are
encouraged to follow, share and comment on blogs relevant to your industry. Thoughtful commenting that
encourages further discussion helps you shape conversations in a non-promotional way.
This guide was created for you. You can browse each tab and get the full story, or skip directly to the
information you need. Either way, it tells you what you need to know to break into the social media space
quickly and easily - like the savvy IBMer you are—in control and with total confidence.
For the communication do’s and don’ts of this new medium, please visit the
IBM Social Computing Guidelines site. Above all remember, you’re
representing the IBM brand, so never post confidential IBM information or
engage in a battle over a negative comment (that is, don’t feed the “trolls”†).
No guide on a topic as dynamic as social media could ever really be complete.
So we need you to tell us what’s changing in your market and what works for
you. Your input and ideas will be added to this guide. Please send your
comments to: mwyattu@us.ibm.com.
.
(*OMG – Web jargon meaning “oh my god”.)
(† - Troll – A person who posts negative or confrontational comments on
forums, in chat or in other areas of public discussion online.)

Why social media matters
Everyone’s getting into social media. Here are six good reasons why you
should too.
Social media gives you the opportunity to:
1. Educate, inform and influence prospects and customers
2. Build awareness, trust and credibility in IBM as an industry leader
3. Build personal eminence and create a forum where other IBM subject
matter experts can do the same
4. Increase customer engagement and deepen relationships
5. Listen and respond to your target audience
6. Expand the reach of your marketing efforts by leveraging the Internet’s viral nature

Getting started checklist
Don’t worry. It’s ok to have a campaign that starts out small, as long as you
remember to think big. Envision the overall objectives you want your campaign
To accomplish. Think about who makes up the audience you want to reach,
and what you imagine their response should be. Then follow this easy
checklist that will help you get your social media campaign off the ground.
1. Establish your objectives.
2. Identify your target audience. As a brand, we target the forward
thinkers. But our digital programs require a tighter definition of who
we want to connect with. These are our constituents. The more
targeted and specific you are about your constituents upfront, the
easier it will be to create an integrated digital plan to which they’ll
respond. Select your constituents and consider:
• Who are the forward thinkers?
• What are their job titles?
• What are their issues and ambitions?
• How do we define their current relationship to IBM?
• What do they think of us now?
• What are their shared pain points and interests?
• What new smarter opportunities could we reveal to them?
3. Identify your primary marketing messages and assess your content. Reference Industry
Solution Demand Program profiles or local industry focused messages built from the profiles.
4. Assess your available subject matter experts (SMEs): Engage the people who have the
most knowledge on your topics, locally or from the larger IBM community. Express any gaps on
performance calls as insight is often available within brands.
5. Align your objectives, messages and content to the right social media tools. Use a wide
range of sources, such as third party data, existing research, benchmarks, influencers, IBM or
external experts, to identify the best social media channel. Here are questions that can help you
determine the right tool.
• How do your constituents use digital?
• Can you segment or classify them? Is there a productive digital segmentation approach?
Consider user profiles and user scenarios.
• What are they discussing online with respect to IBM, campaign keywords, products or
services?
• What are the digital marketing goals of key stakeholders?
• What is the usual digital solution for your constituents? How effective are current digital
marketing efforts to them?
• In what sort of digital activities are your key competitors engaged?
• What are digital "best practices" for IBM and competitors?
6. Pick your tools and commit to making frequent, relevant updates that educate and inform
rather than self-promote. And because successful social media efforts involve many voices
offering different views, seek participation from opinion leaders active in social media – or who
are open to participating.

7. Integrate social media efforts into other marketing activities (see the scenario tabs in this
guide).
8. Keep an ear open for conversations in which you want to take part and participate where they
are occurring. In this way, you take advantage of an existing audience in an established forum.

Establish your objectives
Social media is versatile and can be used for a million purposes, lending
itself to your creativity. What are some social media goals for marketers? How
about using it to:
• Listen to the marketplace
• Increase event buzz and attendance
• Drive traffic to the IBM website
• Generate leads through whitepaper downloads
• Increase subscriptions to enewsletters
• Give IBM SMEs a forum for eminence while building IBM’s brand
• Solicit customer feedback
• Monitor your competitors
• Establish thought leadership
• Create an ongoing dialogue with customers

Choosing social media platforms
Depending upon your objectives, you may find some social media platforms more suitable than
others. For example, you would want to post a whitepaper on Twitter or LinkedIn, but there’s no
obvious way to post it on YouTube. The table below helps you match the content you wish to market
(and its objective) with the right platform.
Content type
Thought Leadership

Objective
Demonstrate that IBM understands the client's
challenges and approaches for addressing them.

Whitepapers

Deep, targeted content that showcases IBM expertise.

Events

Demonstrate IBM’s depth in terms of products, services,
capabilities.

Solutions/Frameworks

Targeted and detailed. Outlines a specific solution to a
specific problem.

Case studies

Lends credibility. Includes specific benefits/ROI of
implementing our solution.

Virtual briefing
centers/Webinars
Videos/Demos

Overview of industry content, and IBM capabilities. Link
to follow-on programs.
Format is ideal for conveying IBM’s differentiating value.

Podcasts

Ideal for demonstrating solutions to client problems and
showcasing SMEs.

Suggested site
YouTube
Twitter
LinkedIn
YouTube
Twitter
LinkedIn
YouTube
Twitter
LinkedIn
YouTube
Twitter
LinkedIn
YouTube
Twitter
LinkedIn
Twitter
LinkedIn
YouTube
Twitter
LinkedIn
Twitter
LinkedIn

5 steps to digital eminence
Here are five tips for success when presenting your message through social media.
1. Know the rules. Check out the IBM Social Computing Guidelines, or watch this Social
Computing Guidelines video.
.
2. Create or update your LinkedIn profile. Include current and past experience, education, a
photo and a summary paragraph (think of it as your "elevator pitch"). Include your keywords
(such as "operations strategy"). Copy the URL for your "public" LinkedIn profile and link to it
from your ibm.com profile, as indicated in number three.
3. Create your ibm.com profile and manage your privacy settings. This page on ibm.com
represents you externally. First, navigate to the Lotus Connections profiles on ibm.com
log-on screen (register if you do not have a profile), and make sure the privacy settings (such as
"allow/do not allow search engines to find me") are set according to your personal preferences.
4. Gauge your digital eminence on a regular basis. "Google" your name. If you have a very
common name, try including "IBM" in your Google search, or include keywords aligned to your
area of expertise. Use this intelligence to continue refining your profiles, filtering out extraneous
results.
5. Engage. Identify sites where conversations around your area of expertise are already taking
place. Participate, be authentic and add value to the discussion.

Key IBM social media links
Banking and Financial Markets
The tabs on the left outlines the social media efforts underway across the various industries at the
worldwide level.
Banking and Financial Markets

Twitter:
@IBMBanking
http://twitter.com/ibmbanking
Twitter feed on Banking industry front door
LinkedIn Groups:
Smarter Financial Services
YouTube:
http://www.youtube.com/ibmbanking

Chemical and Petroleum

LinkedIn Groups:
Smarter Chemical and Petroleum

Consumer Products
v

LinkedIn Groups:
Smarter Food Supply

Education

LinkedIn Groups:
Education for a Smarter Planet

Electronics

LinkedIn Groups:
Smarter Electronics
YouTube:
http://www.youtube.com/user/IBMElectronics1

Energy and utilities

YouTube:
http://www.youtube.com/user/IBMEnergyUtility

Government

Twitter:
@IBMGovernment
http://twitter.com/ibmgovernment

Healthcare

Twitter:
@IBMHealthcare
http://twitter.com/ibmhealthcare
LinkedIn Groups:
Smarter Healthcare
YouTube:
http://www.youtube.com/user/IBMHealthcare

Insurance

LinkedIn Groups:
Smarter Insurance

Retail

Twitter:
@IBMRetail
http://twitter.com/ibmretail
Twitter feed on Retail industry front door

YouTube:
http://www.youtube.com/user/IBMRetail

Telecomm

Twitter:
@SmarterTelecom
http://twitter.com/SmarterTelecom
YouTube:
http://www.youtube.com/user/IBMTelecomIndustry

Transportation

Twitter:
Tweeting on:
http://twitter.com/smarterplanet/transportation
LinkedIn Groups:
Smarter Transportation
YouTube:
http://www.youtube.com/user/ibmsmartertraffic
http://www.youtube.com/user/cakersibm

Watson
The IBM Watson system represents a major advancement in natural language processing and
analytics. It can understand and answer complex questions with great precision and speed. Because
the need to analyze data from many sources, identify patterns, and make accurate, real-time
decisions transcends all businesses and governments, the possible applications of Watson are vast.
As marketers, we have a unique opportunity to promote Watson's unmatched capabilities and discuss
how they can be applied to our clients' business challenges.
Follow along and participate in Watson conversations across the following social media sites.






IBM Watson on Facebook
IBM Watson on Twitter
IBM Research on Facebook
IBM Research on Twitter
The IBM Research Blog

Other
Twitter:
@IBMBizAnalytics
@jackmason
@smarterplanet
@smarterleaders
@IBM_News
@IBMevents
LinkedIn Groups:
Smarter Cities
Smarter Planet
Smarter Work
Slideshare:
IBM content on Slideshare
Social Media:
http://www.youtube.com/user/IBMSocialMedia
SAP Alliance:
http://www.youtube.com/user/IBMSAPAlliance
IBM Business of Government:
http://www.youtube.com/user/businessofgovernment
IBM Financial Services:
http://www.youtube.com/user/IBMFSS

YouTube
YouTube – Create industry-specific channels
Here are the pros and cons of using YouTube, and ideas for creating the best
campaign possible.
Pros:
• You have complete control over the posted content.
• You have a great deal of flexibility; you can market individual videos, playlists
Or entire channels
• Posted videos can have metadata and
tags that:
– Drive users back to ibm.com
– Are searchable so videos appear in YouTube and Google’s search
results
• Requires no SME involvement
Cons:
• YouTube-provided viewing metrics can be unreliable
Recommendation for priority industries:
• If your industry has video content and a plan for keeping it fresh, create one channel at the
worldwide level. (EURO and Ogilvy are in the process of completing this as part of the content
distribution project.) Country-specific content could appear here as well. Contact your worldwide
industry Demand Program Lead.
• Make your channel names consistent. For example: youtube.com/ibmbanking.
• Ensure your industry channels have a common, on-brand look and feel.
Recommendation for non-priority industries:
• Upload individual videos to YouTube rather than to a YouTube channel and use their URLs in
marketing.
YouTube – Benefits and best practices
These benefits and best practices help you get the most value out of YouTube.
Benefits:
• Video is a desirable format. Remember that their consumption with the
Internet and mobile devices continues to rise.
• YouTube is the second largest search engine in the world.
• Videos are crawled and indexed by Google. So videos thoughtfully
tagged with metadata can increase your share of Google rankings.
• Videos can be automatically shared with Twitter, spice up other social
media efforts and can be linked to from ibm.com and blogs.
• Custom channels bypass ads and competing videos while enabling your videos to appear as
“related videos” along side others.
• Channels offer marketing flexibility. You can market individual videos, playlists or entire channels.
• Require no SME involvement.

Best practices:
• Define metadata (i.e. meaningful video title, abstract/description and keywords) for each video. This
is key to search engines finding them.
• Lead with an IBM web URL in video abstracts so interested users can learn more.
• Reference videos from other IBM channels. (There are several hundred!) This is useful when you
don’t possess the video in order to upload it to your channel but would still like to include it as part of
your channel.
• Define playlists to make it easier to navigate your content and give you marketing flexibility.
• Give channels an “on brand” look with blue tone-on-tone colors.
• Broadcast your best content and keep your channel fresh or subscribers won’t return.
YouTube – How to get started
You can get started with YouTube by:
1. Creating a unique Google Gmail account
2. Making a YouTube username and link it to that unique Gmail account
3. Customizing your channel
4. Uploading and tagging your videos
5. Creating playlists for organizing your content (optional but highly
recommended)
For step-by-step instructions on performing the above, see the YouTube Users Guide for IndustriesAlliances Marketing.doc.

Twitter
Twitter – Build an industry-specific following
Here are Twitter’s pros, cons and ideas for creating the best campaign
possible.
Pros:
• By using Twitter, we can give people insight into our business in bite-size
nuggets.
• Twitter enables real-time communication. For example, you can tweet during
events, poll followers, or start discussions.
• You can share content easily including re-tweeting others, repeating tweets
or pre-scheduling tweets.
• You can build connections with industry influencers, partners, competitors
and other followers.
Cons:
• Followers want insight. For this, you’ll need SME participation so seek the commitment of your
SME(s) to tweet independently or as part of the marketing effort.
• Tweets can be easily overlooked unless users are actively following you.
• A variety of add-on tools can make Twitter use overwhelming.
• Metrics tracking is manual.
Recommendation for priority industries:
• Create one IBM Twitter account per industry with consistent naming. For example,
twitter.com/ibmretail.
• Countries can participate in this central Twitter account or create separate accounts in local
languages or by country.
• Choose one of three scenarios, based on the SME depth and commitment to participate within each
industry.
1. Best use: The industry already has one or more SMEs active on Twitter. Marketing can
re-tweet appropriate SME content along with marketing content. Marketing enlists others with
industry authority (including communications, brands, solution managers or researchers) to
co-tweet on the IBM account. Tweeting takes place year round and consists of relevant SME
tweets, marketing content and event-related tweets.
2. Typical use: The industry does not have SMEs active on Twitter. Marketing persuades SMEs
and others with industry authority to co-tweet on IBM account. But the bulk of the responsibility
falls to marketing to keep the effort alive and the content fresh. Tweeting takes place year
round and consists primarily of marketing content and event-related tweets.
3. Minimum use: Use Twitter to build interest prior to or during a major event, or at the launch of
prominent thought leadership. You can use other IBM Twitter accounts; ask business partners
to tweet or create your own.
Recommendation for non-priority industries:
• Minimum use: Same as #3 above.

Twitter – Benefits and best practices
These benefits and best practices can help you get the most value out of Twitter.
Benefits:
• We can listen to customers and competitors.
• We can influence conversations and act as a trusted source of valuable information by offering
opinions and encouraging discussions.
• We can discuss our news, products and services with a wider audience, increase brand awareness,
build relationships with new clients and prospects, and boost engagement of existing clients.
Best practices:
• Use it to capture buzz, build community and promote IBM’s presence leading up to an event.
• Complete your Twitter profile. Include a relevant IBM URL and use a URL shortening tool (such as
http://bit.ly) to measure activity.
• Follow others in your industry. Use tools like Twitter search to find others interested in your topic.
• Build followers by providing valuable content. You’ll need SME participation for this. You can:
– Ask SMEs already on Twitter to follow and retweet you
– Ask SMEs to comment on others’ tweets so people know you’re out there
– Setup SMEs on CoTweet and train them on how to use it
• To build followers, marketers can:
– Ask influential Twitter users (event organizers, Smarter Planet, IBM Research) to follow or
retweet you
– Ask to be a co-tweeter on related IBM Twitter accounts so you can retweet relevant content
• Initially, you may want to create an editorial calendar with certain people responsible for tweeting on
certain topics. Include a mix of business content and event-specific content.
• Pre-schedule tweets using a tool like CoTweet during events to ensure key content gets out.
• Post at least three to four tweets a day.
• Use URL shortening tools to save characters and measure click-throughs.
• Marketing teams should tweet under their own name as well as under the official account, as people
on Twitter tend to respond better to individuals.
Twitter – How to get started
1. Go to http://www.twitter.com and click “Sign Up” and enter your:
– Full name: If setting up a Twitter account for work purposes, make this generic, such as “IBM
Retail”.
– Username: This is your Twitter screen name. If the account is for work purposes, be sure to
include “IBM”.
– Password
– Email ID to be associated with this Twitter account: One account per email address is allowed.
2. Complete your profile. This helps you appear legitimate and attract followers.
– Under “Settings”, click on “Account”. Update your time zone.
– Click on “Profile”. Upload a picture or graphic and complete all fields.
– Click on “Design”. Choose a background and change its colors (this is optional).
– Save your changes. Click on “Home” to return to your Twitter main page.
3. Find people and organizations to follow. Their tweets will now appear on your homepage.
– Click on “Find People”. Search on industry experts, competitors and organizations. Follow them.
– Review their “Following” and “Followers” lists for other Twitter IDs to follow.
– Go to http://search.twitter.com. Search on keywords and hashtags relevant to your topic. See if
people are talking about IBM. Follow those with similar interests.
– Visit http://www.twellow.com and http://wefollow.com to search lists of Twitter users by topic.

4. Begin tweeting about what you know. Tweets can be up to 140 characters.
– Post a link. Express an opinion. Pose a question.
– No one will see your tweets until you have followers. Tweet anyway!
5. Build your followers.
– Follow influencers and comment on their tweets so they know you’re out there.
– See points on preview slide (under “Best practices”).
Twitter applications
Here’s a list of Twitter tools that can help you manage your campaign.
CoTweet
What is it? CoTweet enables multi-party communication through corporate Twitter accounts,
synchronizing from one interface.
Objective: Instead of sharing Twitter IDs and passwords, CoTweet manages up to six Twitter
accounts through a single login.
Outcome: It helps you assign actions to other users, monitor and respond to conversations in realtime, schedule Tweets and archive messages.
Steps:
1. Sign up at https://cotweet.com/signup
2. Create a CoTweet login
3. The owner may invite other users to join
TweetDeck
What is it? A free, downloadable desktop application (one of many) that interfaces with Twitter and
Facebook. It sends Tweets and sorts all Twitter activity in an easy-to-use column format.
Objective: Organizes all Twitter activity on one screen without logging onto Twitter.
Outcome: You can:
– Arrange the people you follow into separate categories
– Tweet, retweet, follow, unfollow, etc.
– View all tweets, mentions, direct messages, new followers
– Create custom searches on such things as keywords or hashtags
– Tweet to multiple Twitter accounts and Facebook pages (even fan pages) simultaneously. See
Settings  Accounts  Add new account
– Limitations are: Can’t track re-tweets or schedule tweets. Can’t see more than 100 updates per
hour. (This is a Twitter limitation; it limits calls to its API.)
Steps:
1. Download the TweetDeck application
2. Add a Twitter account by entering a Twitter ID and password
3. Create a TweetDeck account and authenticate it
4. Add relevant searches by keywords or hashtags

What the Hashtag.com
What is it? A wiki that tracks, organizes and archives twitter hashtags.
Objective: By using What the Hashtag.com the event owner can track the number of tweets for an event
and perform a baseline measure of engagements.
Outcome: Users can report on key Twitter statistics for an event or hashtag, with consistent usage over
the event’s lifetime.
Steps:
1. Create a user ID. Click “Log In/Register” to create an ID. Check the email address to confirm
identity.
2. Enter the desired hashtag in the “Find a Hashtag” box.
3. Select the “Create this Page!” button.
4. Enter hashtag content including: Definition, Description, Related Hashtags and External Links.
Note: wthashtag.com is a Wiki format; users can edit other hashtags so it’s imperative that the hashtag
owner visit the site.
Features:
Definition
Click the edit icon (on the left) to add a definition of the hashtag. There’s a 140 character limit.
NRF Example: #ibmnrf is set as the hashtag for IBM's participation at the 2010 NRF Annual Big Show.
Description
Enter a description of the hashtag. Include: IBM, proper event name, date, location and other
details.
NRF Example: IBM Retail's participation at the NRF Annual Retail Big Show 2010, January 10-13, 2010.
Related
Enter hashtags related to the event. These may include hashtags from: IBM programs, event
producer and partners.
NRF Example: IBM Event Hashtag: #ibmnrf
External Links
Enter links related to the program or event. These may include: IBM content, partners, event,
Twitter.
NRF Examples: Twitter Search for #ibmnrf (standard)
www.twitter.com/ibmretail
Bit.ly
What is it? A service that converts long URLs to short tags for inclusion to Twitter and other sites, hyperlinking to content.
Objective: Use Bit.ly to measure click-throughs and traffic to IBM content while saving Twitter characters.
Outcome: It tracks each click that lead to your content, measuring effectiveness.
Steps:
1. Visit http://bit.ly/ and sign up for a free account.
2. Enter URL into “Application” then click “Shorten”
3. Copy and record short URL into the spreadsheet
4. Use the short URL in appropriate posts

LinkedIn
LinkedIn – Develop an industry-specific group
Here are the pros and cons of creating LinkedIn groups, and ideas for creating
the best campaign possible.
Pros:
• LinkedIn targets business and professional users
• LinkedIn groups have no single authority. Any group member can initiate
and drive discussions so the format is inherently non-sales.
• We can initiate and participate in dialog, demonstrate expertise, establish
trust and deepen relationships.
• Conversations started in groups can turn into real leads.
• Groups can be open to anyone or limited to specific users. This promotes
exclusivity. Executives may be more willing to participate.
Cons:
• Limited metrics are available.
• Group content is not indexed by Google. Users must join to partake.
• Requires SME commitment to initiate or participate in discussions. However:
– Discussions have more substance so getting them to participate may be easier than with Twitter
(there’s no pressure to tweet).
– Group managers should monitor discussions and engage SMEs if their expertise is needed.
Recommendation for priority industries:
• Create and manage one LinkedIn group per industry by the worldwide team.
• Urge countries where LinkedIn has a foothold (refer to the ‘Audience’ tab) to promote the group and
invite their SMEs to join it.
Recommendation for non-priority industries:
• Marketers and SMEs should seek out existing LinkedIn groups pertaining to their area of expertise
in which to participate.
LinkedIn – Benefits and best practices
These benefits and best practices help you get the most value out of LinkedIn.
Benefits:
• Targets business and professional users with 65 million professionals* subscribed as of April 2010.
• Enables IBM to initiate or participate in dialog, demonstrate expertise, establish trust and deepen
relationships.
• Offers access for group members to SMEs, while SMEs have a forum for eminence.
• Has no single authority. Any group member can initiate or drive discussions.
(* Based on April 2010 statistics)
Best practices:
• Use it to deepen existing relationships such as event follow-up or e-nurture touch.
• Include keywords and phrases in group profiles so users who search can find the group.
• Gain commitments to participate from SMEs, marketing, sales or communications colleagues.
• Identify a group manager who will monitor or facilitate discussion daily, move jobs postings to the
“Jobs” tab and delete spam.
• Have the group manager post varying content that informs, not sells. For example, post industry
studies, news, case studies, point-of-view papers or survey results. Ask open-ended questions to

prompt dialog. For fresh industry-specific content, regularly check the IBM press room and
case studies database. Use Google alerts to receive custom web searches with email and reach out
to worldwide teams for event info.
• Post case studies and other content that cites clients by name for best performance. Discussions
initiated from case studies have generated numerous leads in the past.
• Invite industry and brand colleagues, analysts, SMEs, business partners and client representatives
to join the group and participate. Once the core team is on-board, promote the group to external
customers.
• Urge client teams to invite customers to join as a door opener.
• Use “Search groups” in the top right corner to see if other groups exist targeting the same
community. If so, join, listen and participate. Urge and enable SMEs to do the same.
• See actual examples of how to promote your group: Integrating Social Media into 360 Marketing.
• Have marketing managers add "events" to LinkedIn, such as webinars or big industry events and
invite people to attend.
LinkedIn – How to Create a Group
• Go to http://www.linkedin.com/createGroup?displayCreate
• Upload a graphic for visual identity (100 pixels wide x 50 tall)
• Choose a group name
• Select one of two group types:
– “Professional” (people with similar industry interests)
– “Conference” (people attending the same event)
• Enter a summary: This brief description appears in the “Group Directory” when your group appears
in search results. It has a 300-character limit.
• Enter a description: This full description appears on the group profile page. It has a 2000 character
limit. Note: The “Summary” and “Description” fields should include the target audience and purpose
of the group. Avoid “marketing-ese”. Both should read like there’s a real person behind the group.
• Include the following IBM disclaimer text in the “Description”: “The views represented on this site
may include those of individual IBM employees and don't necessarily represent the positions,
strategies or opinions of IBM. Additionally, the group moderator will remove messages that selfpromote or are not topical in nature.”
• Add your ibm.com industry site address
• Enter the:
– Group owner’s email ID: Visible to all so participants can contact you
– Group access: Select yes to let anyone join your group without approval
– Group visibility: Select yes to “Display this group in Groups Directory” and yes to “Allow group
members to display logo”

Lotus Connections
As an IBMer you have the opportunity to make a Lotus Connections profile on ibm.com to add to your
web visibility. So take advantage of this added benefit. Don’t worry, you can customize and control
what information within your Lotus Connections profile is shared with the public.

And this is how it’s done.

Building digital eminence
Digital Eminence Five steps for all GBS employees
1. Know the rules. Check out the IBM Social Computing Guidelines or watch the three
minute Social Computing Guidelines video.
2. Create or update your LinkedIn profile. Include current and past experience and education plus
a photo and summary paragraph (think of it as your "elevator pitch") that includes your keywords
(e.g. "operations strategy"). Copy the url for your "public" LinkedIn profile so that you can
eventually add it as a link in your ibm.com profile in the step to follow.
3. Create your ibm.com profile and manage your privacy settings. This is the page on ibm.com
that represents you externally. Start by going to the LC profiles on ibm.com log-on screen (register
if you do not already have a profile), and be sure that the privacy settings (eg. "allow/do not allow
search engines to find me") are set according to your personal preferences.
4. Gauge your digital eminence on a regular basis. "Google" your name...on its own, or,
(especially if you have a very common name), include "IBM"... and/or include keywords aligned to
your area of expertise. Use this as intelligence to continue to refine your profiles, remove
extraneous results and enhance your digital eminence. (coming soon: chart your search engine
"relevancy score" trends).
5. Engage. Identify those places where the conversations around your area of expertise are already
taking place. Participate, be authentic and add value to the discussion.

Measuring effectiveness and results
Measuring effectiveness and results
Once you’ve launched your campaign, how can you measure its success? The number of views or
followers alone does not always mean you’ve accomplished your objectives. This tab offers advice on
ways to judge the effectiveness of Twitter, YouTube and LinkedIn campaigns, and how to track the
seemingly elusive ROI social media can deliver.

Twitter - Ways to measure success
There are many ways to gauge a campaign’s success on Twitter.
• Number of Twitter followers (provided by Twitter)
• Number of tweets re-tweeted (provided by Twitter)
• Click-throughs to shortened URLs (provided by bit.ly)
• Number of times your hashtag was used (provided by whashtag.com)
• Number of times your Twitter account was mentioned (provided by
Tweetdeck and CoTweet)
YouTube - Ways to measure success
These are some of the most common ways to gauge campaign success on
YouTube.
• Number of subscribers to your channel
• Comments or ratings left by users
• YouTube provides channel and individual
video metrics including:
o Total number of views for all videos on your channel
o Top ten videos on a channel and percentage of views for each
o The geographies from which your views are coming
o Demographics of your audience
o How are people discovering your videos (that is, using YouTube search, Google search or
related video)

o Websites and keywords that refer users to individual videos
o The level of viewer attention while a video is playing (YouTube
calls this “hotspots”.)
• Channel owners can access metrics by hovering over their YouTube username in the top right
corner, then clicking “Account”, then clicking “Insight”. For more info, see YouTube Users Guide for
Industries-Alliances Marketing.doc.
LinkedIn - Ways to measure success
Not to be outdone by the first two, here are ideas for measuring campaign
success on LinkedIn.
• What you can track:
o Total members
o Number of new members in the last seven days
o Number of new discussions in the last seven days
o Number of comments in the last seven days
o Discussions with the most comments
• Metrics which are not provided include:
o Member profiling: Name, title, employer, the date they joined.
This can only be done manually.
o Engagement metrics: The number of members who have commented or posted: The most
active members.
o Traditional web metrics: The number of visits to the site, the number of repeat visits and the
amount of time spent on each page.
Measuring the ROI
• Social Media Value Index
• Quick guide to the effectiveness of the various categories of social media opportunities to determine
which may be the most effective for your current campaign or project needs.
• On the top you have the average daily leads that your social media initiatives generates and you
can track this through call to actions, special landing pages, etc. Multiplied by your average cost per
lead (excluding cost per social media lead).
• Then you divide the average number of hours a person on your team spends contributing, multiplied
by the hourly rate of the person (or people).
• Anything under 1 means you are not getting a return on your social investment. Anything over 1
means you are earning a return on your social media initiatives.
Calculating a Social Media Value index. (That is the SMV) by this simple math:

cpl x adl
SMV = --------------hsc x hr

Understanding your digital relevance
The digital scale provides a framework for understanding your digital relevance.
Dissed: A search of your name yields little about you, but what exists is either negative or
inconsistent with how you want to be known.
Disastrous: There is much information about you on the web, but it has little relevance to what you
want to express about yourself.
Dabbling: There is some information on the web about you that supports the personal brand you're
trying to communicate but not much of it.
Distinct: A search of your name yields numerous results about you, and most, if not all, reinforce
your unique personal brand.

Source: Reach Communications Consulting, Inc. and Meg Guiseppi

Example of the digital relevance in action: The Berman scorecard
Using the above framework, the next step is to do searches on relevant IBM thought leaders and
SMEs and possible parallel players in other organizations. If each of the below competitor players are
compared on their search relevance it looks something like this.

Competitors:
• Bain: Steve Ellis, worldwide Managing Director
• BCG: Steve Gunby, Chairman North and South America
• ACN: Stephen Rohleder, Chief Operating Officer
• MCK: Hugo Sarrazin, Director of Worldwide Partnership

The measures of the search relevance can be plotted on the above quadrant based on the search
relevancy on the prior pages and a course of action can be plotted to maintain, increase or improve
the social media relevance of that local SME, in this case Berman.

Example of the digital relevance in action: Situation analysis and recommendations
What’s working?
• 50 percent personal relevancy
• 100 percent professional relevancy
• Second link is ibm.com, M and E biography
• Fourth link is Digital Media Wire article and includes image demonstrating third party validation
• Fifth link is ibm.com, end of TV POV – showcasing you as an author
• Sixth link is video clip from Digital Hollywood
• Eighth link is BusinessWeek article
• Significant coverage in Google alternate search results, including news, blog activity, video and
images supporting professional eminence
• Name conflict minimized due to significantly different fields of expertise

Enhancements
• Create and launch ibm.com profile page
• Consider a dedicated Wikipedia page profiling your professional career
• Identify influential blogs and secure a guest blogger entry, using recent thought leadership study
content
• Secure additional byline article placement on major business publication such as BusinessWeek,
including an author biography
• Use getabstrcts on w3 to post book reviews on Amazon.com
• Firms of Endearment: How World-Class Companies Profit from Passion and Purpose
• Innovation to the Core: A Blueprint for Transforming the Way Your Company Innovates
• Executing Your Strategy: How to Break It Down and Get It Done
• The Game-Changer: How You Can Drive

Industry scenarios
Industry implementation scenarios
Each of these scenarios envisions a simple and common marketing situation
where social media could help you accomplish your objectives. Each is
divided into the content you might have, the key questions you must answer to
optimize effectiveness, and the actions and channels for social media you
Might take.

Scenario 1: Global industry thought leadership launch

Scenario 2: Global c-level thought leadership launch

Scenario 3: Major industry event

Scenario 4: New solution launch or framework

Scenario 5: New external case study or Smarter Planet reference

Scenario 6: Virtual briefing center launch

Scenario 7: New Smarter Planet advertising

Scenario 8: Supporting a jam

Conclusion
Ways to learn more
The best way to learn about social media is to jump in and begin using it. To supplement your handson experience, there are countless blogs, e-newsletters and websites to further your ongoing learning
of social media tools and strategies. A few credible resources include:


Social Media Examiner - The Getting Started page has good information specific to Twitter and
LinkedIn.



Social Media Today - This site represents a community of bloggers on social media topics.
Use the search box to search on a specific topic or see the Categories listing in the lower right
column.



Soc Media 101 - Social media tips and how-to’s for beginners



Chris Brogan - Social media blogger, author and speaker

Conclusion
See, getting started with social media is easy, isn’t it? So good luck with your
efforts! Remember to relax and have fun with it. If millions of individuals
Worldwide have had great success using social media, you will, too.
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